
Glue to back of larger
half, lining up details,
then into bottom of 
Floor.

Glue corner into notch
in assembled halves.
Angle pieces outward slightly.

Glue corner into
notch in assembled
halves.  Angle pieces
inward slightly, inserting
tabs into holes in Floor.

Slide channel over side wall,
then into Floor.

Glue to front surface
of front arch, flush
at outer edge.

Notched edges fit within channel
in bracket pieces.

Glue to outside of assembled
front wall, flush with top edge.

Glue to outside of assembled
side wall, flush with top of
scroll work.

Glue to top of side wall and
into front arch, using tabs in
side brackets and back wall
to align.

Glue to outside of back wall
with tabs at bottom into Floor.

Holes for
stilts.  Glue
from below

Lookout
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Stilt Sub-Assembly
Assemble in order shown.

Detail to
middle of
model.

Notice tab is slightly
off center to outside.



Lookout

Be careful not to get
glue into central holes
or roof may become
stuck to model.

Roof Rear tab sticks out past
last roof arch.  Used to
align roof on top of model.

Glue notches in arches to
top of side bars at notches
in bars.

Notch extends past first
roof arch.  Used to align
roof on top of model.

You may wish to assemble
the roof in place on top of
the model to assist with
alignment.  Be careful it does
not get glued to the model if
you wish to be able to remove it.

Glue to top
of arches.

Spiral Staircase

Central Dowel Rod

Slide rings and steps onto dowel rod, push all the way
to the bottom and glue.  Start with a ring, then a step,
then another ring, alternating until the last step is used
at the top.

There will be a portion at the top of the dowel rod left 
exposed and one additional ring.  Slide the top of the
dowel rod into the hole in the model’s floor from
underneath and cap with the remaining ring from inside
the model.

Rings x11

Steps x10

Viewed from above

As steps are added rotate them
so that the edge lines up with
the edge of the step below.1

2

3

“leaf” shingle
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